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Overview

- Passion for agriculture
- Digitization in agriculture
- Management farm data by software-based service
- Final remarks and future prospects
Passion for agriculture
Technical challenge – Limitations
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Social challenge – Transparency
Sensors – Reduce and optimize the input
Process of milking –
Reduce pressure of work and foster animal health
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The farm under control – connection between crop production and animal production
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Open for a new partnership
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365FarmNet supports farmers in all areas of operations management – from anywhere, 365 days a year

- Easy working via intelligent assistants and thoughtful systems
- Networking of agricultural sectors
- Safe and automated documentation as a basis for efficient agricultural management
The App

- Smartphone app for iOS and Android
- Check machine status at any time
- Smartphone navigation can be used to even navigate machines
- Initial overview of machine capacity utilisation

Benefits

- Simple and intuitive
- Any time, anywhere
- No additional costs
- Information about the work process
365Active System – optimum overview and convenient documentation
Component: Field optimization
Result of a machine with a working width of 15 meters
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All applications in one platform – individually bookable components
Why we need a standards?
Farming 4.0 delivers basic data for the future transport food chain.
“The challenge of the future is to bring more intelligence on the m²” *

* Prof. Dr. Rademacher
Passion for agriculture – passion for digitization
Thank you for your attention.
I am looking forward to discussing these issues with you.

rolf@365farmnet.com